We present a theoretical study of magnetic interaction in quantum dots with magnetic Mn 2+ in dot impurities. We show that gate voltage applied to the quantum dot shifts the centers of electron clouds. Exact formulae for the perturbed spin density allow us to derive expression for the change of the strength of the sp−d coupling. Estimations show that sp−d exchange integral is very sensitive to the gate voltage variations. Exact formulae for the change of the eective exchange integrals are derived. As the spin coded qubits are elements of the RAM memory, a part of the energy stored in magnetic coupling will be dissipated when information is written or erased. We estimate this energy and nd it suciently large to destroy quantum coherence during quantum computing. Finally, we discuss the interdot spin coupling and show the eect of gate voltage operations on the spin intra-and interdot RudermanKittelKasuyaYosida coupling.
Introduction
Studies of the magnetic interactions in systems of reduced geometry are interesting of their own right since a low dimensional system forms a kind of laboratory in which some quantum eects can be tailored by proper choice of boundary conditions. For quantum computing the most promising are the quantum dot (QD) systems as they allow control of a localized single spin [1] .
This allows fabrication of spintronic devices in which a 
Electric eld vs. the sp−d coupling
In our contribution we present a study of the inuence of gate voltage on the carrier mediated magnetic in- * e-mail: z.bak@ajd.czest.pl teraction among ionic spins placed within a disc-shaped QD. We point out that although there are advanced techniques of positioning of magnetic impurity ions [2] , the external, gate electric eld always shifts the centers of the QD electron clouds with respect to the magnetic ion positions. This in turn causes a change of the eective exchange integrals between impurity and electron spins.
For simplicity we will limit our consideration to disc-like QDs with lateral extension much exceeding its thickness.
In this case the electron mobility can be assumed as two- (1) where m e is the eective mass of an electron while ω 0 is the strength of the parabolic connement.
The electron eigenstates in our dot are given by the products of the eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional shifted harmonic oscillator [3] :
where [4] . The energy spectrum has the well-known form ϵ nx,ny = ω 0 (1 + n x + n y ). 
2+ exchange parameter, while the S e is the electron spin.
The spin density at R M is given
goes over all occupied electron states (2)).
Thus, in view of the above the RudermanKittelKasuyaYosida (RKKY) e−Mn interaction strength is proportional to the spin exchange matrix elements (for details see [5] ): In the case of applied electric eld this expression changes tô
To estimate the change of the eective exchange interaction that arises from the electron cloud shift let us rewrite the solutions (2) in polar coordinates
where R n,m (r) is a polynomial of order n and N m n is the normalizing factor. Each polynomial R n,m (r) has n zeroes, thus it is reasonable to assume that contributions (see [6] ) of dierent wave functions to the exchange integral that arise after substitution r → r + β in their arguments compensate each other. However, there is the common monotonic component exp(−2α 2 r 2 ) in each matrix element (4) . Under the shift of electron cloud this gives us
Since all matrix elements (6) [7] show that the electron cloud shift β is of order of a few nanometers [4] . This allows us to estimate uctuations of the RKKY exchange integrals when external electric eld F = V g /D is varied.
During logic operations on a QD qubit, in each writing/rewriting cycle, the energy of the order of
is dissipated. In the InAs/GaAs(matrix) based QD the spin decoherence time T 2 equals 2 ns [8] , which means that the spin ipping frequency must be of order of 10 8 Hz. If we multiply the energy E dissipated in a single op process ϵ F by computing frequency ω comp = 10 8 Hz we can see that dissipated energy in a second of computing time is 2 eV per atom. This means that it is suciently large to destroy quantum coherence of the spintronic cell. It is worth noting that energy dissipation due to the magnetic mechanism is accompanied by dissipation due to parasitic electric dipoles of the QD [4] . Both contributions may lead to the loss of quantum coherency during quantum computing due to the overheating of the QD--qubits. Fortunately, the energy dissipated due to the electric dipoles can be reduced by proper orientation of gate electrodes.
As we know, electric elds applied to the double QD qubit system generate spontaneous electric dipoles that interact with each other. In each writing/erasing cycle the energy
is dissipated, however, dissipation of energy via this mechanism can be minimized. Indeed, suppose that the gate voltages at both QDs are oriented in such a way that resulting electric elds F 1 and F 2 form an angle around θ 0 = arccos(1/ √ 3) with respect to the vector r which joins the centers of adjacent QDs. In this case, in view of Eq. (8), we can draw the conclusion that in such case the dissipation of the energy due to parasitic electric dipoles will be minimized. Contrary to this case orientation at angle the θ m = π/2 (see Fig. 1 ) increases amount of dissipated energy due to the parasitic dipoles.
Unfortunately, there is no idea to minimize dissipation of energy due to magnetic interactions.
Intradot and interdot RKKY interaction
As it is possible to incorporate a few magnetic ions in a QD, there arises an indirect RKKY coupling between localized spins. The ascertainment is important as the basic dierence between RKKY interaction in bulk solids and RKKY interaction in a QD is in the latter being mediated by the conned electrons. As we have shown earlier in conned electron systems the eective density of free electron states n(ϵ) is often given by a simple power law formula
Parameter D s represents the eective spectral dimension Fig. 1 . Shift of the electron cloud in two adjacent QDs in the case of antiparallel electric eld.
which in many cases, is a fraction [9] . The RKKY exchange integral in the case is given by [10] J(r) In practical realization the simplest case of the qubit spin coded device contains two magnetically coupled quantum dots with electron spins trapped in them. Logical operations on such a qubit require modulations of the interdot magnetic exchange [1] . That is why we should consider the interdot spin interaction, too. The interdot RKKY interaction is mediated by the free electrons of the lead that joins the adjacent QD of a qubit. As it was shown earlier [10] , the electron density is also given by the formula (9) . This means that the RKKY interaction is given by the formula (10), however, one should note that due to the dierent geometry of the lead the parameter D s in this case takes another value [11] . The most interesting thing is that the interdot RKKY exchange integral also shows dependence on the external electric eld. However, the mechanism of this inuence is somewhat dierent [4] .
The shift of the electron (spin) clouds is important since RKKY interaction oscillates with the interspin separation favoring either ferro-or antiferromagnetic ordering. With applied external eld the distance between QD spins is changed (see Fig. 1 ). The estimated value of β [10] is large enough to switch the RKKY integral from negative to positive (or vice versa). This eect oers the new possibility to control magnetic interactions [10] , by changing the distance of QDs spins.
Summary
We have shown the dependence of the sd−p interaction as well as the Mn 2+ RKKY interaction of the gate voltage. We have proved that variations of the eective sd−p as well as RKKY exchange integrals lead to energy dissipation which is suciently high to destroy quantum coherence during quantum computing.
As to the practical implications of our study let us note that although the main results were derived for the special system it seems plausible that predicted eects can be realized in any case of Mn doped QD systems. We believe that our study through the derivation of analytical results can be of considerable help for experimentalists when rapid and accurate estimates of magnetic exchange integrals or induced electric dipoles are needed. Finally, we hope that by pointing out unwanted eects our results can be helpful in optimization and tailoring of properties of spintronic devices.
